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The Dog Days of Summer (are over)
BY JENNY BROCK

Well, if that's not a debbie downer of a title, AM I RIGHT?!?! Can someone please explain to me where
the summer has gone? I swear it feels like a crazy time warp where just yesterday I was in full blown
panic attack mode of what I was going to do with 3 children all summer to keep them entertained
while work, life, and responsibilities carried on. Yet, here we are at middle school orientations &,
bookbag filling, and now I will appropriately turn my panic to how we are all going to get out the door
on time and not kill each other between early morning wake ups and actually arriving to said schools
on time. Good thing I still have things to panic about, I was panicked all my panic was going to go away
(insert eye roll). As I look back and reflect on the past three months, I am so grateful for the time!
Vacations were had, weddings attended, day trips to the beach, tubing adventures, band watching,
home projects were accomplished, and HOMES WERE BOUGHT AND SOLD! Check out my updated kid's
bathroom to the right. Total cost was under $600 including a new vanity top and two new sinks (PRO
TIP: You don't have to replace the whole vanity!!); splash of wallpaper, some floating shelves, updated
light fixture and I managed to take down the "Noel" shower curtain (RIP Christmas 2020). Room
facelifts do NOT need to be expensive - would love to talk to you more if you're in the market for one!
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Mortgage
Basics - APR

your loan. If

BY TIM PHILLIPS, GEORGE

month.

MASON MORTGAGE

you’re

borrowing

$200,000 at a 5% interest rate, then
your interest expense amounts to
$10,000 annually or around $833 per
While your APR may look similar to
your interest rate, it functions

While getting a low interest rate is differently. The APR takes into
an excellent indicator that you’ve account not only the interest
received a great mortgage quote, expense, but ALL fees and costs
it’s not the most important number involved in obtaining a loan. When
paying taking this into consideration the
attention to. Going way back to APR will always be greater than or at
1968, the Truth in Lending Act least equal to the interest rate.
mandated that all lenders are Why is this important? Well, when it
borrowers

should

be

required to disclose the APR that comes to borrowing money, the
will be charged to borrowers. APR interest rate is always front and
stands for the Annual Percentage center but be sure to check the APR
Rate. To understand APR you’ll first as well. This can be a crucial tool for
need to be clear on what your figuring out the true cost of
interest rate is and how it differs financing and can be especially
from the APR.

helpful

when

evaluating

which

Your interest rate is used to lender you’re ultimately going to be
calculate the interest expense on borrowing your money from.

Jenny Brock Realty has ONESIES available! Although our
motto is "It's About You" - we ALL know that in a baby's
world, "It's About Me!"

the amount you’re borrowing for

SMALL BIZ SPOTLIGHT
BY TAMMY WILKERSON, DESIGNED 2 SELL

Designed2sell is the premier home staging company in RVA, offering realtors and homeowners the chance to evoke that
"Wow! This is MY house!" in a buyer. We do that by carefully assessing the demographic and taste factors that are most likely
to be those of your buyer! Then, we provide recommendations for paint and repairs, and we set up our stunning furnishings
and fresh, on point decor items so that your home sings a welcoming song to just the right person. We have the largest
inventory of home furnishings, selected by a staff of national award-winning designers, so you will never hear "sorry we are
all out of furniture at this time." This is a long way from a plant and a picture, we are the real deal. Our homes are simply
beautiful, and at last check 99% of them close and settle. If you have a vacant home to sell, contact business development
director Margaret Long at 804-380-1022 or margaretdullylong@gmail.com. You can find us on the web at
www.tammywilkerson.com, on Facebook and Instagram at Desgined2Sell.
Note from Jenny - Selling and buying homes is a TEAM EFFORT. Yes, our team and the clients create a team but also, our team
brings with us another team that are on standby and ready to give the next buyer of your home the EXPERIENCE that I so
often talk about. Tammy and HER team are a part of OUR team and we're so grateful for her expertise. Whether it's full-blown
furniture or just adding finishing touches to a room, the return on her investment is often $10s of thousands of dollars particularly in this market.
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INSPECTOR'S CORNER
BY SCOTT WHARTON, HOME INSPECTOR,
HOUSEMASTERS

Labor Day officially ushers in the end of summer.
But there’s still a few outdoor projects to take on
this month before the weather takes too much of
a turn.
First, check your driveway and pavement for any
cracks. If you have an asphalt driveway,
rubberized asphalt-emulsion crack filler can help
with the smaller cracks (the ones up to one-half
inch). Larger cracks may require filling with
crushed angular gravel. You will need to compact
and fill it with a repair compound like blacktop.
We recommend further research as needed before
taking on a project like this to make sure you get
it right.

Nick G - 8/4
Adam M - 8/4
Katy K - 8/6
Casey Z - 8/8
Greg R - 8/8
Barbara N - 8/6
Sarah C - 8/12
Nathan C - 8/16

Kelly VV - 8/20
Peggy D - 8/22
Nikki W - 8/29
Amanda K - 8/29
Kasey H - 8/31
David H - 8/31
Hayley M - 8/31

Once you tackle any issues on the ground, look up
to the top of your house — way up to the top, at
the chimney. Now is a great time to get the
chimney cleaned. There are specialists who focus
on chimney cleans and inspections. A simple
online search for “chimney cleaners in my area” is
a great place to start.

Featured
Listing

Our featured listing of the week is NEAR & DEAR to our
hearts! As both neighbors and friends, we are so
grateful for their trust in helping them monopolize on a
strong sellers market!

Here’s your full September checklist:
- Check driveway, pavement for cracks
- Get chimney cleaned
- Flush hot water heater and remove sediment
- Run water and flush toilets in unused spaces
- Inspect and possibly change out HVAC filters
- Clean kitchen sink disposal
- Clean range hood filters

UNDER CONTRACT!

- Inspect your fire extinguisher(s)
- Test carbon monoxide and smoke detectors
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You're Invited!
To Jenny Brock Realty's First Annual Friends & Family
FALL Appreciation Event! For ALL who have supported the 3
of us in our new 2020/2021 endeavors in Real Estate, we want
to say THANK YOU!!
When: Friday, 10/8 @ 6:00pm
Where: Brambly Park, 1708 Belleville St, Richmond, VA 23230
Who: YOU!!
Hosted By: These 3 Amigos w/ the rest of our AMAZING "team" &
sponsors including Tim Phillips (George Mason Mortgage); Heath Gates
(CowanGates); Scott Wharton (HouseMasters); Tammy Wilkerson (Designed2Sell); &
Travis Rinehart (Rinehart Painting)
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It's About You!
To All My Buyers in the House:

To All My Sellers in the House:

Well, my friends - although we did see a slow in the
market for the July/August season, it remains a seller's
market as inventory remains low. The number of
showings and offers are decreasing but desperation at
this point for some buyers is at an all-time high and so
you are competing with many that have been losing out
on homes for many months. These buyers are just about
at wits end and throwing what they have at these homes.
This means that prices continue to inflate and terms
must remain strong. I recently had a buyer submit an
offer on a listing of mine that did something not many
do. This buyer made a portion of their deposit nonrefundable. This was attractive for many reasons, but
especially when a home is being sold in a development
with an HOA. For homes in an HOA, the buyer has 3 days
once they receive the HOA documents to review them
and determine if they would like to continue with the
contract or terminate and be released. I consider this
almost like a "3-day right to walk" and sellers are always
anxious during these 3 days. A non-refundable portion of
the deposit though would mean that even if they walked
in this 3 day period, my sellers could keep the nonrefundable portion of the deposit, thus alleving some of
that stress.

If you've been watching the madness of the market and toying
with making the jump, know that we have about 2.5 more
months of a typically strong real estate season. In Richmond
the "spring season" typically starts in mid-February and stays
strong through mid-June. July and August slow a bit to allow
for excessive temperatures, vacations, graduations, and back

Have a birthday in
August? Shoot me
an email &
reference this
newsletter for a
latte on me!

to school shopping. Once the kids are all settled in school (or
home..depending on the Pandemic), the market picks up one
last time during what is arguably the most beautiful months of
the year - September, October, and the first week or two of
November. After that most Americans are worried about
whether they will fry their turkeys or bake them and who is
bringing what side to the holiday gatherings. Let's be
honest...this year we are just hoping there can be some inperson gatherings! My point is this - it's not too late! Our
featured listing above was listed last week and sold with
multiple offers in the first weekend with terms that my sellers
were thrilled with! Buyers are still hungry. Many are out there
that have been striking out since April and they are ready to
throw all the chips in on the next listing that meets their
criteria. We can be that listing and take advantage of one of
the strongest sellers' market there has ever been. Call us we'd love to walk hand-in-hand with you to get the most for
your home.

Have a topic you
want me to cover?
Send me an email
and I'll tackle it in
a future month!

Know of a small
business I should
spotlight? Email
me and let's set
up a phone call to
discuss!

Until next month, friends

bill
travers

jenny
brock

bill@jennybrockrealty.com
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